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From Concept to Policy
The rapid and overwhelming changes spawned by the urbanization of the last twenty years provide the context of urban extension. They affect not only metropolitan centers but also small towns basking in rural reflections.

A vast migration of rural families to urban centers began to pose massive challenges to our administrative ingenuity and to the development of new social, economic, health, and welfare programs. The physical city—aging, neglected, and lacking in amenities—burst through its corporate boundaries. The crises of the cities, combined with the civil rights movement, turned national attention to the hidden plight of millions of families—the “disadvantaged,” the “deprived,” or, simply, “the poor,” including those living in Appalachia and other depressed rural areas.

Among the challenging aspects of the new urbanization has been the influx of minority-group families, particularly Negroes, into urban centers, and the exodus of large numbers of white middle-class families. While the rural poor have not been ready for urban living, the city has not been ready to meet their needs. Urbanization therefore has bred racial tension as well as urban sprawl.

Rural Extension
Since 1862, the nation has incorporated into Federal law the basis of an extension system which enabled colleges and universities, together with the county-agent system, to have a profound effect upon America’s rural economy—thus enriching the life of farm families.

The Morrill Act, which was signed into law by President Lincoln, provided for grants of land to the states for the purpose of establishing higher education opportunities for the “industrial classes” by teaching agriculture, mechanic arts, and military tactics. By 1887, agricultural experiment stations were being underwritten by the government in each of the land-grant colleges. Soon farmers’ institutes were formed and off-campus extension programs became quite popular.

Shortly after the turn of the century, demonstration projects were instituted to solve specific problems of the farmer. In 1906, the first county agent was hired. In 1914, Congress enacted the Smith-Lever Law, which established the Cooperative Extension
Service in Agriculture and Home Economics. It provided financial support for the services that had been offered throughout the country by the land-grant universities, the Department of Agriculture, and the county agents.

Today, sixty-two land-grant colleges enroll some 750,000 full-time students. Hundreds of thousands of others, who are not formally involved in training programs, are being aided by the extensive university programs in the community. Typically, the Cooperative Extension Service has a county agent assigned to a local field office. He is aided by a home-economics agent and a 4-H agent who works with younger people. Supporting the county agent are campus specialists and a variety of materials and bulletins prepared by the college and the Department of Agriculture. Thus the entire family unit in the rural setting is afforded the resources of the land-grant college.

Urban Extension
In 1862, when the land-grant colleges were established, about 85 per cent of the nation’s population lived in rural communities. Today, nearly the same proportion lives in urban areas.

Can the research and teaching resources of universities be tapped to better understand and control our urban environment? Can we train specialists such as “urban agents” to deal with the complex problems of America’s cities? The challenges are particularly pointed to state universities that have a mandate to serve the community. If “community,” once predominantly rural, has changed in location, ethnic composition, economic activity, and needs for services, a university must accommodate accordingly if it wishes to remain a relevant and progressive force.

The Ford Foundation Program
In starting its experiments, the Ford Foundation anticipated the possibility that urban extension programs might ultimately attract large-scale state and Federal support.

Since the first Foundation grant in this field was made to Rutgers University, the state university of New Jersey, in June, 1959, a total of eight universities have received assistance. In addition, grants were made to test the extension concept in two non-academic institutions—ACTION-Housing, in Pittsburgh, whose
program is described later, and the National 4-H Club Foundation.*

Besides Rutgers, the university recipients of Foundation grants were California (Berkeley), Delaware, Illinois, Missouri, Oklahoma, Purdue, and Wisconsin.

The experimental programs they undertook do not lend themselves easily to judgments of success or failure. Rather, they can be viewed as investments that have yielded ideas, techniques, and insights that universities may profitably examine as they venture more deeply into urban problems.

With the passage of the Higher Education Act of 1965, three years after the centennial of the Land Grant College law, Congress enacted new legislation authorizing community service and continuing education extension programs in colleges throughout the nation. Title I of the law provides up to $25 million in 1966, of which $10 million has been appropriated; thus, more than twice as much government money is available in one year than the Foundation spent on urban extension in six years. Moreover, the law provides $50 million in each of the succeeding two years, and "such sums as Congress may deem appropriate" for 1969 and 1970.

The law defines the term "community service program" as:

"...an educational program, activity, or service, including a research program and a university extension or continuing education offering, which is designed to assist in the solution of community problems in rural, urban or suburban areas, with particular emphasis on urban and suburban problems, where the institution offering such program, activity, or service determines—

(1) that the proposed program, activity, or service is not otherwise available, and

(2) that the conduct of the program or performance of the activity or service is consistent with the institution's over-all educational program and is of such a nature as is appropriate to the effective utilization of the institution's special resources and the competences of the faculty.

Where course offerings are involved, such courses must be univer-

*The grant to the 4-H club movement was confined to a study of its operations. The study concluded that it was unlikely that the 4-H clubs could soon become a major force in the cities. 4-H still represents, to most people, a rural teaching and service organization, the study found. It led to the creation of an ad hoc committee to evaluate 4-H programs in cities, to plan for the development of local urban leadership, and address other staff and financial problems in reorienting the 4-H clubs to the urban setting. The report, titled 4-H in Urban Areas, is available in condensed form from the National 4-H Club Foundation, 7100 Connecticut Avenue, Chevy Chase, Maryland.
sity extension or continuing education courses and must be—
(A) fully acceptable toward an academic degree, or
(B) of college level as determined by the institution offering such
courses.”

While the Foundation's grants were confined to land-grant and
state universities, under the Federal law any institution of higher
education is eligible.* The appropriations are contingent upon the
designation of an appropriate agency in the state to draw up a plan
for the use of the funds which, in turn, must be approved by the
Federal Commissioner of Education.

Thus, urban extension has been transformed from an experi-
mental concept to national policy.

**Results and Policy Questions**
The concepts of urban extension have not yielded to comfortable
definitions or simple formulas. The nature of a given urban area,
the structure of the university, the disciplines of its staff, the
philosophy of its president—each colored the outcome of the ex-
periment. No one approach or proven technique has emerged as
superior to all others.

While ostensibly patterned after the traditional agricultural
extension operation, the urban umbrella proved much too large
for restriction to any single approach. Indeed, a semantic jungle
surrounds the term “urban”—the sociological and economic im-
lications of the word “rural” have been relatively clear, but some-
how “urban” has come to mean “all that is not rural.”

For the purposes of the urban extension program, “urban prob-
lems” fall into two main clusters.

1. The first centers about low-income families, particularly Negroes
and recent in-migrants of various groups—their individual lacks
(education, income, job motivation, health, and housing) and com-
community problems arising from low-income concentrations, such
as ghettos, blighted neighborhoods, and racial conflicts. Thus,
whereas the agricultural agent could address himself specifically
to helping the farmer increase his productivity, his urban counter-
part faces the fact that the “product” of his client is, simply put,
survival in the city.

*The funds are in the form of grants to states and are administered by the
Division of Adult Education Programs in the Bureau of Adult and Vocational
Education, U.S. Office of Education.
The second constellation of urban problems, most often pre-occupying smaller cities and suburbs that have no significant racial changes or housing shortages, arise from defects in the physical environment—water and air pollution, traffic congestion, shortage of parking, and lack of open space.

The universities that received urban extension grants from the Foundation chose approaches that best suited their urban climate and their own size and structure. The particular skills and talents of staff personnel also were influential in shaping the programs.

One example of the different courses of action is demonstrated in the concept of “urban agent.” At the University of Oklahoma, the urban agent was transformed into an “urban scientist.” At the University of Illinois the “urban generalist” emerged as a highly skilled staff specialist—presumably a Ph.D.—who called upon other specialists to aid in specific urban problems. At the University of Missouri and Purdue University, the home economist, long a stand-by as part of rural cooperative extension, came to the fore as an urban agent after making the necessary adjustments to deal with the family problems of the city dweller.

At the University of Delaware, the “urban agent” served as a roving adviser to local governmental officials. At Rutgers, urban affairs specialists filled a similar role on a statewide basis. At the University of Wisconsin, the urban agent idea was discarded in favor of “urban teams.” In Pittsburgh, action-oriented “urban extension agents” from a nonacademic organization had difficulty tying in their operations with local universities.

The universities in these experiments have found as many significant differences as parallels between agricultural extension and urban extension. Unlike rural areas in earlier decades, the contemporary city already provides urban families with a wide range of individual and collective services. Suitable points at which the urban agent may usefully enter are elusive.

While agricultural extension also had difficulties reaching its “clients,” the ills of the farm sector tend to be economic and technological. A land-grant school could help a farmer by research that improved the quality of his fertilizer or the milk production of his cows; the extra yield could even be measured, priced, and reduced to input-output relations. Urban research, on the other hand, tends to be conceptual, explanatory, and exhortatory. There
are no direct benefits to Negro families, groping mayors, and harassed health and welfare councils from even a first-rate research monograph on the history of building permits or the provision of the future metropolis. Agricultural extension was a useful device for helping further the education of men and women who lived in areas too remote or thinly settled for adequate facilities. But the stubborn educational problems of the city are usually due not to a lack of nearby schools but to a lack of motivation, cultural barriers, defects in the school, or all of these. The student of urbanism can describe, classify, or theorize about such shortcomings, but ideas for direct solution come hard and slowly.

The most significant consequence of most of the experiments was that they helped local communities create a structured means by which to participate in the national war on poverty. Neighborhoods in which extension programs operated were better equipped to organize for the antipoverty programs than other areas in the same cities. Similarly, the engagement of the universities enhanced their ability to serve state and local governments in setting up community action programs to meet Federal requirements. Federal poverty programs, more than any other factor, gave shape and purpose to the urban extension programs. They provided a timely crucible in which new ideas and programs were formed.

Another important by-product of urban extension programs was the working liaison that was established between the universities and governmental agencies. In some instances the universities were drawn into a continuing role of helping local and state governments develop and implement urban programs. Often the university was looked upon as a neutral forum where ideas could be exchanged and programs instituted outside a partisan political framework.

Finally, the experiments crystallized a set of critical questions that universities must resolve if they are to deal effectively with the problems of an urban society:

—Are universities presently structured to assume urban commitments? There appears to be a growing realization that responsiveness to the urban environment calls for an across-the-board commitment. An isolated department or division devoted to urban affairs appears to have limited impact upon the university as a whole.
Are there limits to the university engagement in community conflict? In some urban-extension experiments, university-trained personnel have engaged in disputes with city officials and other local powers.

To what extent are universities inhibited from possible involvement in local politics? In one case, a proposed police-training course was abandoned because of fear of such involvement.

Can universities that undertake extension operations use the same system of academic rewards for staff as they use in so-called line departments? The traditional rewards of promotion and academic recognition are still based upon scholarship, research, and professional association, rather than upon the service functions performed by the new breed of academicians whose extracurricular labor is extension work in the field.

Can the proper incentives be provided to attract the talent and skills needed to do the extension job in the cities? The great demand for professional assistance in urban matters places new emphasis upon the university training programs as well as upon the use of specialists.

Are the differences between agricultural (cooperative) extension, general extension, and academic departments more sharply drawn by university traditions and administrative structure than conditions actually warrant? The cooperative extension service, aided by years of Federal and state subsidy, has often created a semiautonomous division within the university structure. General extension, which includes adult-education and other non-credit programs, is often looked upon as a step-sister in the university system. The academic departments, many of which insulate themselves from community involvement, are sometimes responsible for forcing extension services to develop independent or duplicative structures.

Some institutions are already confronting these issues. In Missouri and Wisconsin, for example, the state universities have combined most extension activities under one command. The University of Delaware has coordinated all off-campus programs under a vice president and appears to be committed to a reward system based on a different set of standards for urban affairs involvement.

If the concept of urban extension has not crystallized into a
neat body of uniformly accepted practices, it is worth recalling that it took the American university thirty-five years to move from the Land-Grant Act to a rural extension system, and another twenty-five years for that system to succeed fully. Considering the fact that urban extension is some seven years old and that it deals with a substantially more complex set of elements than rural extension, the beginning is more impressive than the shortcomings and unresolved questions here noted may indicate.

This report outlines some of the experiences of eight universities and a nonacademic community development organization under Ford Foundation urban extension grants.

Projects

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

The “Wisconsin Idea” stands in national academic circles as a trademark for a strong university tradition of aid to the statewide community. The “Wisconsin Idea” was already being applied to urban areas when the university received a five-year $1 million Ford Foundation grant for urban extension in 1960 (supplemented by a further $250,000 in 1964). The university’s Madison campus had an urban and regional planning program, and its Milwaukee center (the most rapidly growing arm of the university) was holding extension courses for management and government officials.

The grant was administered by an executive committee, which adopted a policy of spreading the funds as widely as possible throughout the state university system, to nearly every facet of teaching, research, and extension activity. An “urban work group” was formed to do the detailed administrative work and planning with the aid of subcommittees in Madison and in Milwaukee.

This administrative web reached the university's sprawling outlets throughout the state. Because of the size and complex structure of the institution, results were not soon apparent. However, by the end of the first two years, there were significant changes taking place throughout the university system under the impetus of the grant-assisted program.

Among the main changes were the establishment of a Department of Urban Affairs at the Milwaukee campus, which offers a rich curriculum leading to a master's degree; the development of
fellowships and scholarships to attract students of urban affairs; the establishment of a Department of Urban and Regional Planning at Madison with a highly qualified faculty; and the general strengthening of faculty concerned with urban problems.

**Extension Evolution**

In spite of its agricultural traditions and a well-established general extension division that reached throughout the state, the university looked upon the "urban agent" as an anachronism in dealing with the diverse and complex problems of the city. Rather, the university sought to set up multidisciplinary research-action teams for dealing with matters on regional bases.

The extension activities of the university were divided into three major areas. One was Milwaukee, which has 25 per cent of the total population of Wisconsin. Another program was launched in the Fox Valley, a rapidly urbanizing industrial strip between Green Bay and Oshkosh, where the two-year Fox Valley university center is located.

The third area selected was Columbia County, a small town-rural region which is characteristic of the state outside of the larger metropolitan centers; it contains the famed vacation section known as the Wisconsin Dells. In Columbia County, the university sought to integrate the work of its cooperative extension and general extension divisions. This approach was significant since the university later reorganized its entire extension operation to include both the cooperative and general extension arms in one unified division. The objective, according to Fred Harrington, president of the university, is eventually to eliminate the "urban-rural" delineation.

*Milwaukee*—The University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee is only ten years old, and already has had a major influence on national thinking about the role of the city-based university.

The university branch used its share of Ford Foundation funds to develop "urban teams"—faculty members from several disciplines who went into action on specific local targets.

The team approach draws heavily upon the new Department of Urban Affairs at Milwaukee, whose staff of specialists has become immersed in the problems of the city's inner core. The interaction of faculty and their graduate students with local leaders has stimu-
lated community interest toward social action goals and self-help programs.

One of the important areas for action research was the older central area of Milwaukee, which has a large concentration of low-income Negro families. Studies here included analyses of the decision-making process, the motivation and capacity of Negroes to move out of segregated areas, the political awareness of Negroes, and youth employment.

Several community-based programs have been launched under the university’s urban extension operations. One, supervised by Belden Paulson, seeks to help middle-class Negroes organize to help poorer residents of the city’s inner core. Special programs have been developed for school dropouts, poor readers, and the organization of block workers.

Another series of projects focused upon social action programs in low-income areas. Warner Bloomberg, Jr., a sociologist, directed workshop sessions with a local self-help neighborhood association. Over five months, members of the group learned how to process complaints through governmental departments, read state and municipal law, prepare public statements, conduct meetings, and keep records. The participants applied what they learned by taking leading roles in school board elections, the local poverty program, and other official activities affecting their community.

"Three graduate students in the Department of Urban Affairs who assisted me in the workshop stayed with the group in its Saturday meetings and action projects after I withdrew," Bloomberg observes. "Several months later they began phasing out their involvement. The group knows it can call on us at the university for further education and consultation on action if and when it decides this is needed. Only time will tell if the group will persist and flourish, or, like most such small organizations in ‘poverty’ areas, slowly wane and eventually disappear. Meanwhile, we have started a second experimental group, this time with over thirty representatives of eleven neighborhood and social action groups in the Inner Core North. But our format is a little different because of differences in need, situation, and resources of the participants. This reflects our conviction that there is no one ‘right way’ with respect to the details of technique. In this whole exploration, we have barely begun to map the terrain."

Another aspect of the university’s extension program is what Kirk Petshek, the urban extension coordinator, termed “dialogues within community groups.” These usually involve homogeneous groups who are made aware of their own values and goals through
a series of seminars. These included a seminar on "The Church and Urban Change," in which clergymen from several major denominations discussed critical community problems. Other projects were seminars on Milwaukee's downtown area problems and institutes for labor leaders.

Despite growing success in dealing with the community, university officials are careful to draw the line where the university activities should end. "Universities should not be writing dog-leash ordinances," Petshek declared, "nor should we be committed to a continuing involvement with one group."

J. Martin Klotsche, chancellor of the University at Milwaukee, had a similar observation: "A university can get its nose bloodied in the community, and I'm not too concerned about that. But there is danger in offering to solve problems for the community. We must remain a basic resource and not perform routine urban services."

**Fox Valley Demonstration**—The team in charge of the extension effort in the Fox Valley area consisted of a political scientist, a sociologist, and a labor educator. Other specialists, including an economist and an engineer, moved in and out of the team.

The staff specialists assigned to the two-year college center at Menasha carried out service-research activities, including studies of the people, the economy, local government, and geographic features of the valley. The local team generally had autonomy in selecting research projects and in programming extension services.

Despite some valuable projects and studies, the university did not consider the Fox Valley demonstration a success.

L. H. Adolfson, dean of university extension, explained: "We recognized that a small, 900-student center cannot sustain a separate, autonomous team of experts apart from the main faculty with all the resources that the university has to offer.

"We clearly need persons in each discipline who have a marked scholarly orientation. Such an orientation is needed to relate the academic community of the university to the communities in the valley.... The faculty of the university center was dedicated almost solely to freshman and sophomore classroom instruction. They were not oriented to the broader interests of the university, nor indeed to community service. Our experience at Fox Valley convinces us that we need persons who have a combination of interests
if the urban program is to achieve the kind of goals we have set."
...This is an intricate staffing problem.”

Adolfson believes that the difficulty of recruiting the necessary
skills on a specialized basis for a small, satellite unit would pose
similar problems in the other two-year centers that are being de-
veloped throughout the state.

Columbia County—Seeking ways of integrating the work of the
Cooperative Extension Service and the University Extension Divi-
sion, the university’s effort in rural Columbia County led to the
addition of a resource development agent and a resource home
economist to the county agricultural extension staff.

The addition of a resource development agent was an apparent
success and established a precedent which is being repeated
throughout the state.

The Columbia County program dealt with a wide range of devel-
opment problems—business, recreational, industrial, and govern-
ment and public affairs. Consultants, including a business specialist,
conducted studies and analyzed local needs.

The Columbia County project pointed up some of the problems
that will have to be worked out if the cooperative extension and
general extension divisions are to be unified, the university be-
lieves. For example, it was felt that there was a need for general
orientation to acquaint the staffs of each division with the re-
sources available in the other. And tangled jurisdictions and con-
flicting methods of operation (for example, some services are pro-
vided free while others entail fees) will have to be resolved.

Training Urban Specialists
Objectives of the university’s teaching program under the Found-
dation-assisted effort were:
—To strengthen the entire faculty in urban matters;
—To enrich the curriculum of the regular university depart-
ments as well as university extension;
—To develop fellowships and scholarships to attract new talent;
—To train urban specialists at both graduate and undergradu-
ate levels;
—To undergird a research program for graduate interns.

The establishment in 1963 of a graduate Department of Urban
Affairs in the College of Letters and Science at the university’s
Research
Soon after the urban extension effort began, the university staff was producing upwards of sixty major research papers, books, professional articles, and other studies a year. Early research activities were geared largely to the specialized interests of staff members, but as time went on, there was a shift toward applied-research studies.

The range of research projects extended from theoretical studies ("Visions of Metropolis: Theories of City Growth in the West") to such specific surveys as a soil inventory in Fox Valley.

Most research now supports or provides generalized background for the community activities of the university.

RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY
Rutgers, like the University of Wisconsin, is a land-grant university with a deep-seated conviction about its role in serving urban communities. President Mason Gross has sought to involve the university in the growing problems of New Jersey, which is the nation’s most urbanized state, and, according to John E. Bebout, could well be considered "the city of New Jersey." Bebout is director of the Urban Studies Center that Rutgers established after it received an urban extension grant from the Ford Foundation in 1959.

Unlike Wisconsin, Rutgers has focused its urban extension grant funds (totaling $1,250,000) in an Urban Studies Center, rather than spread throughout the university system. The center, however, feeds back into the total university operation and is now closely linked to a new Bureau of Community Services of the general extension division. The Bureau serves as a clearinghouse for community and government requests for university help.

The center’s interdisciplinary staff numbers ten full-time specialists or teachers, many of whom are appointed jointly by an academic department. In addition, several research assistants and a number of volunteer urban agents aid the senior staff members. The Urban Studies Center itself has no formal graduate teaching program, a fact that some within the university view as a deficiency.

The center has become the command post for a considerable range of high-level research on complex urban problems, as well
Milwaukee branch is regarded at the university as one of the first important elements in developing a uniquely urban university. The department emphasizes preparation of urban professionals in several specialties to be employed by civic groups, public agencies, and other institutions requiring a broad understanding of urban problems.

Graduates are expected to serve not as routine technicians, but eventually in broader problem-solving, policy-proposing capacities. Most urban jobs, particularly in public employment, require specific skills and education. Consequently the students are encouraged to go beyond a core program in urban history, sociology, and political science and specialize in such fields as urban planning or urban redevelopment. Since many courses pertinent to such fields lay outside the Department of Urban Affairs (e.g., architecture, engineering, public administration) it was considered essential to the success of the teaching program that other departments build into their courses appropriate series of lectures and readings on urbanism.

The department has already attracted national interest and most of the fellows and graduate students have been recruited from outside the state. Henry J. Schmandt, director of the department, reports that graduates are going on to responsible positions in government, with job skills adaptable to such new programs as those of the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

The graduate students are required to participate with faculty members in urban research and other field projects. Thus, special dispensation has been given to several priests and nuns enrolled in the department to wear civilian clothing so that they may work unobtrusively in the community. The department curriculum ranges from theoretical aspects of urban development to the particulars of government financing, housing and planning, land economics, transportation, and minority group problems.

At Madison the university used grant funds to transform a series of courses into a bona fide graduate Department of Urban and Regional Planning. The university has attracted urban specialists, and by increasing the number of fellowships and assistantships, the grant enables the university to recruit more outstanding graduate students nationally.
as a service center for assisting state and local governments in developing antipoverty and other new programs.

Rutgers set three basic interrelated goals for itself in urban extension:

- to help the university relate effectively to a constantly changing urban society;
- to help the state and its component communities to develop a greater capacity for dealing with urban problems and guiding urban development;
- to contribute generally to the development of knowledge of urban society and the processes of change, and to methods of applying this knowledge.

The University and its Community

The Rutgers Urban Studies Center has sought to assemble an interdisciplinary staff to include specialists in political science, sociology, demography, public administration, planning, community organization, adult education, library service, geography, and business administration. The strong emphasis of the staff, however, is on sociology.

Among the important community work the center has undertaken, the most significant was the “South Side Project” in an area of low-income Negroes in Newark. The center combined the talents of its own staff, the university’s other resources, the energies of Newark’s institutional decision-makers and poor residents of the area, to focus upon local problems. The resulting communication and cooperative programs served as a prototype for future projects growing out of the “war on poverty.” This experiment placed the Rutgers Urban Studies Center in the forefront of the state’s planning for antipoverty projects that were being financed by Washington.

The South Side Project was an outgrowth of a series of seminars which had been conducted jointly with the Brookings Institution of Washington on the human aspects of urban renewal. The relations that faculty and community leaders in Newark developed in the seminars proved invaluable in the evolution of more intensive and long-lasting programs.

The center also conducts bi-weekly seminars and work sessions for volunteer urban agents—a select group of citizens active in
the community. Most of them are women, because the center insists that volunteer agents be available during the day to carry out community assignments. The group represents a cross-section of income and ethnic lines, although middle-class women predominate. The program that brought these women together with their counterparts from all over the state has enabled them to share information and gain important insights into how to be more effective citizen volunteers. Participants are provided with scholarships for the seminar series through the Urban Studies Center.

Focus on Learning
Although the Urban Studies Center does not have a formal teaching function, it serves as a resource for new ideas and approaches to learning. It's seminars have brought members of the faculty and other professionals in touch with the center's project planning. Increasingly, staff members of the center serve as consultants to faculty and students, especially graduate students, on special projects. They have also given lectures in both academic and nonacademic programs conducted in other divisions of the university and teach urban-oriented courses in their regular departments. The center library has developed into an important research tool for students, faculty, and the public.

Illustrative of the center's work with other divisions is its experience with the geography department, which was interested in developing its capacity in the urban field. The center and the department engaged an urban geographer on a joint appointment. Because of this cooperative development in urban geography, he was selected to prepare a new urban unit of the high-school geography project sponsored by the Association of American Geographers and supported by the National Science Foundation. The center also helped develop the urban component of the university's department of sociology, which has grown into one of the strong urban-oriented sociology programs in the East.

The center conducted a three-year experiment in extension education to test whether the approaches used in the Harvard-Nieman Fellowship Program for journalists could be adapted to various kinds of urban specialists. The center recruited as fellows a group of mid-career teachers, city officials, journalists, labor officials, clergymen, and others whose professions centered on urban prob-
lems. Unlike the homogeneous Nieman program, the variety itself posed difficulties. Some of the fellows had little or no formal academic background, while others were highly trained in a specialized field.

The center set up seminars and other courses for the fellows. They conducted specific projects in their areas of interest, and prepared papers at the termination of their one-year stay. Lack of full-time center staff and the heavy loads carried by staff in other departments made it difficult to plan programs adequately for the fellows.

Center officials cite two reasons why, "while conceptually fruitful, the program fell short of its mark." First, the full resources of the university's departments could not be made available to the group of fellows—rather, the center had to prepare and implement a substantially new urban program to meet their needs. Second, employers generally were unwilling or unable to give extended leave to key people to participate.

"The fear expressed by employers that if the program was effective, they would lose their people to other jobs proved valid," the center reported. "Most of the fellows moved on to better or 'more exciting' jobs (in planning, housing, community action, etc.) in the urban field."

Relation to Government
Government officials, principally on the state level, have frequently called on the center for advice and objective assistance. The center has worked with such agencies as the New Jersey Department of Public Health (on research in public health programs in low-income areas), the Division of State and Regional Planning (on the development of the state's meadowlands, urban transportation, and other planning studies), and the Division of Aging (in analysis of the state's older population). For three years the center also conducted monthly seminars with the university's Bureau of Government Research for administrators of the state's six largest cities.

The closest relationship is with the New Jersey Office of Economic Opportunity and with local governments, helping them to participate under the Economic Opportunity Act. The center has maintained a key position in providing the technical assistance to
develop antipoverty programs and in setting up local implementation machinery, particularly nonprofit corporations.

The success of the center in its governmental liaison work was noted by Frank P. Zeidler, former mayor of Milwaukee, who served on a Foundation evaluation committee for the urban extension program. He wrote: "The feeling expressed was one of mutual helpfulness between the state agencies and the center. State agency officials...seemed to find in the center an agency which could help them implement their programs, and discharge their duties, find contacts for them in local governments, or serve as a foil for testing ideas and getting counsel without loss of face for the agency head."

Research
The research program of the center has concentrated on sociological, educational, and demographic phenomena. As is the case in other self-appraisals of program, it became difficult for the university to delineate easily between what is termed "action" (or "applied research") and "theoretical research." The Rutgers center categorizes its major research projects in three levels:

— that which was needed to provide information to assist in the center's long-range policy formulations;

— that which was needed to complement the center's education and extension activities;

— that which was the product of the special interest or expertise of the center's staff specialists.

The research ranges over such subjects as New Jersey's urban history, social and cultural factors related to achievement in slum schools, local government policies, blighted urban real estate, and municipal politics in Newark.

The Extension Program
As outlined by the center director, the seven goals of Rutgers' urban extension program are:

1. *Clearinghouse.* This is primarily a communications role both within the university and between the university and community. The center's library and its information resources exemplify this function.

2. *Counselor and Consultant.* This function takes such forms as preparing information and materials for governmental agencies,
advising local community groups and civic and welfare agencies, and serving as an intellectual resource within the university family.

3. **Convener.** Seeking to develop public consideration of key urban problems, the center has convened meetings and conferences on such subjects as new towns, transportation, planning in the meadowlands, conservation and land-use control, data collection and processing, urban renewal, and education for disadvantaged groups. The center also serves as the secretariat for monthly meetings and provides research and related staff services for the Six City Committee of Business Administrators, which consists of the chief administrative aides of the state's largest cities.

4. **Policy Seminars and Conferences.** Examples of seminars the center has sponsored to assist in decision-making on major urban policy issues include the studies co-sponsored by the Brookings Institution with Newark leaders and university faculty members, and sessions on transportation, environmental health, and urban renewal.

5. **Special Education.** The center assists in urban studies seminars, courses in data processing, urban church seminars, and fellowship programs.

6. **General Education and Public Information.** This includes lecture series and publication and dissemination programs geared to the general community.

7. **Demonstration Projects.** Special projects the center has helped develop include the Rutgers Educational Assistance Program, which is designed to increase the opportunities of educationally disadvantaged children. Conducted by the Graduate School of Education, the program involves faculty, students, and university specialists in teaching, counseling, and training.

**UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE**
The University of Delaware provided the best proving ground for one variant of the urban extension concept—service to urban government. It too was steeped in the tradition of cooperative extension and in serving communities throughout the small but prosperous state. The university itself was not so large as to suffer internal bureaucratic problems in structuring an urban affairs program. These factors, coupled with the strong determination
others may work full time in the division. The internships in most instances provide the basis for master’s theses.

The graduate students represent a variety of disciplines and are drawn from out of state as well as from Delaware. Although most of them came from rural or suburban areas, they express a sense of frustration about the undergraduate apathy toward urban problems. Sharing this concern, the Division of Urban Affairs developed an “Undergraduate Program for Understanding Our Urban Society.” The program sponsors bus tours of New York and other urban centers in which urban specialists guide the students. Prominent speakers have visited the campus to discuss urban problems.

Another recent innovation is a pre-college opportunity program conducted by the Division of Urban Affairs and the College of Education. It is designed to help promising disadvantaged students complete high school and enter a college or university. It is specifically geared to the Negro youngsters who have experienced cultural and economic disadvantages that depress their academic performance and may preclude their going on to higher education. While the program is educationally oriented, it requires the skills of persons familiar with the urban environment to instill confidence in the program within Negro communities and to elicit the cooperative spirit necessary to motivate these young people to college training. The director of the Pre-College Opportunity Program, J. King Chandler, is a full-time member of the staff of the Division of Urban Affairs who holds a joint appointment as assistant professor in the College of Education.

The Urban Agent
A unique product of the Division of Urban Affairs was the development of a highly skilled urban agent. He serves as a major resource to communities, stimulating local interest in new projects. He is a specialist in municipal management and in unsnarling red tape at both the state and Federal level.

This task fell to John V. Johnson, former assistant to the city manager of Alexandria, Virginia, who has sought to inject new ideas and new hope into small, economically stagnant communities throughout Delaware. Many of the towns in Delaware have been declining for the past thirty or forty years, he explains.
"We'll either sit here and die or do something," was the way one part-time mayor of a town of 600 people put it," says Johnson.

The town in question, Millsboro, once a thriving center for fishing and peat bog products, had lost almost a thousand jobs in fifteen years. After assisting in a review of the community's problems, the university's Urban Affairs Division recommended that the water system be revamped, new sewers installed, and new land be annexed to triple the area of the community and double its population. These steps were to expand the tax base so that the town could finance the improvements. Since the completion of the study, new industry was brought into the community, providing some 600 jobs. Here, as in a number of communities throughout the state, the university provided the technical assistance in such matters as city planning and management.

Among other activities of the urban agent was the establishment of a police institute to train local law enforcement officers in communities too small to support such a program independently.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA (BERKELEY)
In late 1961, Oakland, California became the first American community in which the Ford Foundation funded a program that became a precursor of Federal community-action efforts in the war on poverty. The so-called "gray area" program sought to attack not just the symptoms, but the roots of deprivation in jobs, education, housing, and recreation. The means was chiefly the coordination of programs of both public and private agencies.

In the following year, a $99,500 grant was made to the University of California (Berkeley) for an urban extension program to tie in with the Oakland gray area project (a further $98,500 was granted in 1966).

The University-Oakland Project was designed to speed up the application of university research and services to actual community problems through extension activities tailored to local needs. The Oakland extension effort is guided by a faculty advisory committee appointed by the chancellor of the university. It draws advisers from the departments of city and regional planning, criminology, political science, education, sociology, social welfare, public health, and industrial relations.

The grant financed the employment of a full-time liaison officer,
a full-time secretary, five work-study students, and the allocation of one-third of the time of an extension department head to supervise the project.

**Extension Programs**
The University-Oakland Project sought to form a three-way link among official agencies, grass-roots organizations, and the university. The Foundation-financed antipoverty project, which was working in a racially mixed, lower middle-class neighborhood, was to use the university project as “a conduit...to tap the resources of the university.”

Although the early efforts of the marriage produced several interdepartmental workshops and some training programs for government agencies in Oakland, relations between the two projects soon became strained.

According to one university official “the University-Oakland Project’s efforts to develop close liaison with [the poverty project] were hampered by [the latter's] position in the city government. The community action efforts of both were impeded by fears of city officials that grass roots involvement might bring indigenous groups into conflicts with official agencies (Oakland has been the scene of militant protests led by young clergymen and students against community conditions). Accordingly, the poverty programs generally supported existing agency patterns and operations and innovative proposals were not encouraged.”

The university, cognizant of these frictions, has sought a more effective *modus operandi*. In a report issued in April 1965, the university concluded that while many successful community development patterns have been shaped by stimulating conflict with local government, the nature of the volatile Oakland situation dictated “that relationships with associations and civic organizations should be limited to providing aid for such projects as would not involve active conflict with an agency of city government.”

While the University-Oakland Project worked in comparative anonymity, its efforts had an impact at the grass-roots level. Perhaps the approach with the widest repercussions was what the university described as “relatively old-fashioned public forums” designed to bring some of the more controversial local issues to public attention. A conference on “Race and Property” was con-
ducted while the Berkeley area was in heated debate over a local fair-housing practices law and wider efforts to bar the state from enacting such legislation; the conference produced a book that sold 4,500 copies. Poverty groups were assisted in establishing their own newspaper.

In its more traditional approach to community development work, the University-Oakland Project sought to establish close ties to indigenous groups in the slum areas of Oakland and provide technical and organizing assistance. In the course of this activity, some students involved in the University-Oakland Project community action programs developed serious conflicts with local officials who have questioned the motives of the students as going beyond the project's objectives and into such areas as U.S. foreign policy and stimulation of local protest groups.

Despite the official suspicions of student involvement, several student-oriented programs have proved successful. In one effort, some 350 university students tutor Negro children in the elementary schools. This project has been developed with the cooperation of the School of Education faculty. In another project, third-year law students serve as liaison aides to assist poor residents in the Oakland area in need of local legal aid or defense. This program, under the guidance of the law faculty, was instrumental in establishing a nonprofit corporation ("Corporation of the Poor") to mount a self-help project funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity.

Government-Related Programs

Since 1965, an assistant liaison officer has been serving as the university's extension agent to the new Oakland Economic Development Council on projects for minority-group employment. In this capacity, the university extension project has organized a conference for small businessmen and seminars and conferences on human relations and intergroup relations.

The University-Oakland Project also launched a continuing seminar on local government and urban problems in which twenty-eight San Francisco Bay Area city managers join university specialists to consider major emerging policy problems.

As an outgrowth of the Foundation's extension grant, the university-Oakland Project reports that it helped develop an urban
extension program for the entire Bay Area and that the enlarged program has received a Federal training grant under the Civil Rights Act as well as a number of smaller grants and contracts.

**In-Service Educational Programs**

The University-Oakland Project has provided many full or partial scholarships to personnel from member agencies of the Oakland gray-area project to university extension courses and conferences. In addition, the university gave programs to facilitate rapid communication of new and pertinent developments in the social sciences to public and private agency personnel. The subjects included "Educating the Culturally Deprived," "Problems of Supervision in New Programs," "Research Designing," and "New Perspectives of Correctional Department Clients."

**Urban Extension Outlook**

In considering its future role in urban extension, the university believes greater strength should be placed on applied research—specifically, in developing a link between government and campus that is similar to the research and development team in industry. In a report to the Foundation in 1965, it wrote:

"The university's basic research is not translated into operational form for government agencies, and research needs of the agencies are not posed in researchable form to the community of scholars in the university.... The absence of such a linkage has been noticed by many thoughtful scholars. And while the university has many research-oriented centers and institutes, these tend to support the faculty's interest in basic research. Thus, the type of applied research which extension could provide would not conflict with these organizations but, rather, would complement their work and improve the communication between them and the community and its agencies."

**UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI**

Missouri was the first major university in the nation to consolidate all of its extension activities in one department. And, while the basis of extension operations in the state had been primarily rural-oriented, the awareness of great changes moved the university to develop new resources to deal with urban areas.

In July, 1962, the university received a two-year grant of $70,000 for strengthening its urban extension program. The funds were used to employ a home economist to work in a low-income Negro neighborhood of Kansas City, a community development agent to
work with several deteriorating neighborhoods of Kansas City, and a specialist on the Columbia campus to initiate a program for organized labor.

Shortly after the grant was made, the state legislature and the university trustees agreed to establish campuses in St. Louis and Kansas City. C. Brice Ratchford, dean of extension at the university, says the decision was influenced in part by the grant and by preliminary urban extension work by the university that helped stimulate interest in Kansas City in having a branch of the university. The university now has a large staff of teachers, researchers, and extension personnel in the metropolitan area.

Home Economist as Urban Agent
The university employed a Negro home economist, Ella B. Stackhouse, who had years of experience as part of the university's cooperative extension program in Southeast Missouri. She was assigned to the Leeds (Dunbar) neighborhood on the eastern fringe of Kansas City, where some 200 low-income Negro families lived. While the area was declining in appearance, it still had a measure of stability. Most of the families were long time residents of Kansas City and were oriented to city living.

The program sought to determine whether the approaches used successfully by home economists in rural areas could be applied in this urban setting. The project was regarded as successful. Indeed, Dean Ratchford believed Mrs. Stackhouse was even more effective in the city than in her rural assignments. In addition to her progress in teaching home-economics techniques and in individual family education, she helped improve the neighborhood as a whole. Educational programs on nutrition, clothing purchase and repair, and other household affairs were accompanied by neighborhood "clean-up" campaigns and other group efforts. For example, the program led to neighborhood residents joining together to present a case for better garbage pickup and other municipal services.

When the grant funds were exhausted, the county provided funds to continue the work. "With the initiation of the war on poverty," reports Dean Ratchford, "the city and county experienced no difficulty in involving people from this neighborhood in planning programs qualifying for Federal assistance. The same did not apply to other low-income neighborhoods."
and energize middle-range leadership and professional resources to work on the problems of low-income families."

To carry out the assignment the institute assigned a skilled family service coordinator, Mary Holtman. She sought to answer a variety of needs through the following methods:

—Stimulation of local activity through such activities as the establishment of a cooperative play program in the housing project and participation on various local committees and agency boards.

—Provision of consultants from the university and outside experts to work with groups on special problems. As an example, the School of Social Service, with the aid of graduate students, conducted a survey of day-care needs in Lake County.

—Sponsorship of community-wide conferences for middle-range leadership. "Family in the Community" conferences helped stimulate new in-service training activities and improve liaison between professional and lay leaders.

—Uncovering and mobilizing unused professional resources within the community, such as nurses, home economists, ministers, and social workers, and providing brief training or retraining where necessary. Workshops for credit were held on the Calumet campus to help continue the education of skilled residents.

With the arrival of the antipoverty program, the family service engaged full-time housewives who had been trained nurses, home economists, social workers, or teachers to train welfare recipients to work side by side with professionals to serve families under health, education, and welfare programs.

The Urban Development Institute, with the help of Office of Economic Opportunity funds, is now working with several projects on a county-wide basis as well as with some emerging privately-financed projects. There is a good prospect that large industrial corporations in the area will support the institute's social development activities.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

The University of Illinois’ three-year, $125,000 Foundation-financed program had three objectives:

—to define the university's role in meeting urban problems;
—to train "urban generalists" capable of analyzing and resolving community problems;